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Abstract. We propose a method for transferring atoms to a target quantum state for a multilevel quantum
system with sequentially increasing, but otherwise unknown, energy splitting. This is achieved with a
feedback algorithm that processes off-resonant optical measurements of state populations during adiabatic
rapid passage in real-time. Specifically, we reliably perform the transfer |F = 2,mF = 2〉 → |1, 1〉 → |2, 1〉
for a sample of ultracold 87Rb in the presence of a random external magnetic field.
1 Introduction
Many quantum technologies rely on the ability to robustly
prepare atoms and atom-like systems in given internal
quantum states. One way to transfer population between
two states separated by an energy E is to apply reso-
nant radiation of frequency f = E/h. This induces reso-
nant Rabi flopping between the two levels and the final
state is determined by the duration and intensity of the
applied radiation. Obviously, fluctuations in the driving
field directly translate into imperfect state preparation.
Moreover, if the energy separation of the two levels de-
pends on residual electromagnetic fields (as in the Zeeman
and Stark effects), drift and fluctuations in these back-
ground fields lead to off-resonant driving fields, rendering
the transfer imperfect.
Various types of errors encountered in connection to
state preparation using a single radiation pulse can be
mitigated through the use of composite pulses. Originally
invented for robust spin manipulation in nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) experiments [1], the manipulation of a
two-level system (equivalent to a spin 1/2 particle) can
be achieved through a sequence of pulses where the in-
troduced errors tend to negate. A composite pulse is a
special (discrete) case of irradiation being executed with
arbitrary time dependence of both amplitude and phase
(or equivalently, frequency) of the driving field.
A widely used method for robust population transfer
from one state to another is to use a frequency swept pulse,
achieving so-called adiabatic rapid passage (ARP) [2,3].
In ARP the frequency of radiation sweeps adiabatically
through the resonance from either above or below (the
sign of the initial detuning is irrelevant), and, if this is
performed sufficiently slowly, the initial populations are
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inverted – see Fig. 1a. ARP has been proven to be very
useful in preparing quantum states in the presence of small
magnetic field fluctuations, as it is relatively insensitive
to jitter in the transition frequency [4]. ARP thus relaxes
demands on the accuracy of the frequency of the radiation
field or, equivalently, accurate knowledge of the transition
frequency of the two-level system.
Fig. 1. a) Illustration of an ARP frequency sweep in a two-
level system giving rise to population transfer from state | ↑〉 to
state | ↓〉. b) The same ARP frequency sweep in a multi-level
system, where the stopping frequency needs to be well-known
in order to prepare atoms in a particular state.
The scenario for state preparation becomes more com-
plex for a multilevel atomic system. In principle, for a
system where the resonant frequency between levels suc-
cessively increases, perfect state transfer between any pair
of states can be achieved via ARP. As an example of this
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type of system, Fig. 1b illustrates a microwave frequency
ARP sweep across Zeeman sub-states within the 52S1/2
ground state of 87Rb. In the presence of an unknown mag-
netic field, however, the end point of the sweep required
to prepare a particular state cannot be predicted as the
Zeeman effect will modify the transition frequencies. If the
applied frequency sweep undershoots or overshoots the de-
sired transition, the final quantum state will be incorrect
[5]. Obviously, knowledge about the evolution of the quan-
tum state during the microwave sweep could be used to
determine when the desired target state has been reached,
and trigger termination of the external driving radiation
field. Here we propose to use a measurement of the quan-
tum state-dependent refractive index of an atomic ensem-
ble to monitor the progress of transitions in real-time, and
use the information gained to prepare a target quantum
state with high fidelity.
The refractive index of an atomic sample can be mea-
sured via its interaction with laser light [6]. Dispersive
probing is implemented with an off-resonant probe beam,
which incurs a phase shift proportional to the refractive
index of the sample but does not significantly alter the
energy or quantum state of the atoms in the ensemble
during the measurement process. Such off-resonant prob-
ing methods are thus well-suited to real-time monitoring,
and are a relatively simple addition to a cold atoms ex-
perimental setup [7].
Off-resonant probing has been demonstrated previously
in a variety of scenarios, for example to monitor forced
evaporative cooling [8] and spatial centre-of-mass oscilla-
tions [9] of trapped atomic samples, the phase transition
to Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [10], the dynamics of
nonclassical collective spin states [11] and Larmor pre-
cession [12], and to perform gradient magnetometry [13].
These dispersive monitoring techniques open up a path-
way to measurement-based feedback control. Previously,
feedback routines using off-resonant probing methods have
been used in ultracold gas experiments to stabilize atom
numbers [14] and to control the orientation of coherent
spin states in real-time [15,16,17]. Theoretical proposals
have also considered quantum coherent feedback systems,
where the controller is another quantum system [18,19],
for feedback cooling [20,21] and stabilisation [22,23] of a
BEC, control of spinor BECs [24] and machine learning
[25].
As a proof-of-concept application of a closed-loop feed-
back system based on heterodyne dispersive probing mea-
surements we demonstrate transfer of a sample of 87Rb
to a particular Zeeman sub-state |F,mF 〉 using ARP. Our
dispersive probe is sensitive to atoms in the F = 2 state
and insensitive to atoms in the F = 1 state; thus, mon-
itoring the dispersive signal while transitioning between
these two manifolds gives us a distinct staircase of tran-
sitions with sequentially varying energy, see Fig. 1b. By
counting the rising and falling edges in the dispersive data
we can then follow the progression through the quantum
states and trigger termination of the ARP sweep when the
desired state has been reached.
2 Experimental Setup
Figure 2 shows a schematic of our experimental setup. We
produce samples of ultracold 87Rb, with a temperature
of T ' 1.5 µK and atom number N ' 3 × 106, using a
standard cold atom experiment [8]. The atoms are initially
prepared in the 52S1/2|F = 2,mF = 2〉 hyperfine state in
a crossed-beam optical dipole trap (1064 nm) [26].
The splitting between the F = 1 and F = 2 hyper-
fine levels is ∼ 6.8 GHz. We address F = 1 ↔ F = 2
transitions with a driving field produced by mixing the
6.532 GHz single-frequency output of a waveform genera-
tor with a controllable fDDS ∼ 300 MHz signal. The latter
is generated by a direct digital synthesiser (DDS), which
has the desired frequency sweep profile uploaded to it in
advance. The mixer output is filtered (with a 300 MHz
wide passband, centred on 6.8 GHz) and the resulting
' 6.8 GHz signal amplified before being transmitted to
the atomic sample by a rectangular waveguide antenna.
An external rf switch is used to switch the fDDS input into
the mixer on and off, which controls whether the driving
field is incident on the sample.
During microwave frequency sweeps across the ground
state Zeeman transitions, we use an off-resonant disper-
sive probe system [27] to monitor the population of the
F = 2 hyperfine level. The dispersive probe is generated
from 780 nm laser light detuned to foffset = −3.30 GHz
below the F = 2→ F ′ = 3 transition of the D2 line. This
‘carrier’ component is passed through a fibre electro-optic
phase modulator (EOM) driven at ±fEOM = ±3.700 GHz.
This produces sidebands that co-propagate with the car-
rier to make up an interferometric, three-component op-
tical frequency spectrum (the EOM is driven at a power
such that all but the first-order sidebands are negligible).
The inset on the left of Fig. 2 shows schematically the
probe frequency triplet relative to the F = 2 → F ′ = 3
transition of the D2 line. The carrier (C) has an opti-
cal power of ∼ 13 µW and each of the two first-order
sidebands contain ∼ 1 µW. The downshifted sideband
(r) is far-red detuned ∆r = foffset − fEOM = −7.00 GHz
from the 2 → 3 transition, while the up-shifted (b) side-
band has a comparatively small blue detuning of ∆b =
foffset + fEOM = +400 MHz.
We create a pulse train of probe laser light using an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The pulses have a du-
ration of 500 ns and are separated by 2.5 ms. The probe
light is linearly polarized along the x axis and propagated
along the z axis, being focused to a 28 µm waist centred on
the sample. As the probe triplet passes though the atomic
cloud the b component acquires a phase shift dependent
upon the F = 2 population of the cloud. The beam is then
focused onto a 4.2 GHz bandwidth fibre-coupled ac pho-
todetector, where the three frequency components com-
bine to produce a beat signal at frequency fEOM. This
signal is amplified and demodulated to DC using an IQ
mixer (illustrated on the right of Fig. 2).
Figure 3a shows the dispersive probing signal produced
for an atomic sample addressed by microwave radiation
sweeping across a 43 MHz frequency range centred on
f0 = 6.83468261 GHz [28] over 200 ms, in the presence
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental setup, showing a sample of 87Rb atoms trapped in a cross-beam dipole trap and being
driven with near-resonant microwave frequency radiation from an antenna. The sample is illuminated along the +z-direction
by a dispersive probing beam, which is then collected on a fast photodetector. The signal is amplified and demodulated to DC
using an IQ mixer (on the right of the figure). The outputs are sampled by the FPGA board and processed by the feedback
algorithm. The feedback loop is completed by a TTL output from the FPGA, which controls the rf switch, effectively turning
off the transmission of near-resonant microwave radiation when the stop condition is met. Inset in bottom left corner: the
trichromatic frequency spectrum of the probe, consisting of a carrier (C), and red (r) and blue (b) sidebands, relative to the
F = 2→ F ′ = 3 transition of the D2 line. The other (off-resonant) F states (F = 1 and F ′ = 0, 1, 2) are indicated as narrower
grey lines. Note that this figure is not to scale.
Fig. 3. a) Dispersive probe signal versus time as the fre-
quency of the microwave driving field is swept linearly from
∆0 = +21 MHz to ∆0 = −22 MHz, in the presence of an
external magnetic field, Bz = 4.7 G. The sample is initially
prepared in the |2, 2〉 state, and this sweep covers all six tran-
sitions (as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1b). b) A repeat
of the situation shown in a), but with external magnetic field
Bz = 9.3 G. The dashed grey line shows the position of the
zero-field F = 1 ↔ F = 2 transition, and the red dash-dotted
line indicates where ∆0 = 11 MHz.
of an external magnetic field, Bz = 4.7 G. This frequency
range is sufficiently wide to cover all possible F = 1 ↔
F = 2 transitions in the presence of an external magnetic
field of up to ±10 G (corresponding to a linear Zeeman
splitting ≤ 7 MHz). The frequency f0 corresponds to the
splitting of the ground-state manifold in the absence of a
magnetic field, so serves as a convenient reference point.
The lower x-axis of Fig. 3a indicates the timing of the
applied frequency sweep, and the upper x-axis displays
the corresponding detuning from f0. The clock transition,
|1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉, experiences no first order Zeeman shift so
occurs at ∆0 = 0. In contrast, the transitions above or be-
low this are shifted up or down in frequency, respectively.
The dispersive signal recorded during this frequency sweep
displays sharp discontinuities where a state transfer from
F = 2 to F = 1 (or vice versa) occurs, and we can hence
follow the sequential transitions through all of the Zeeman
sub-states. Figure 3b shows the dispersive probing signal
produced for the same frequency sweep in the presence of
an external magnetic field of approximately twice the mag-
nitude, Bz = 9.3 G. In this case, the Zeeman splitting of
the hyperfine states is larger so the resonances occur at dif-
ferent microwave frequencies. The dotted grey line shows
the position of the zero-field F = 1 ↔ F = 2 transition
and the dash-dotted red line indicates what the resultant
quantum state would be if the sweep was terminated at
∆0 = +11 MHz. In the 4.7 G field there would not yet
have been any transition, meaning the atoms would still
populate the |2, 2〉 state, while in the presence of the 9.3 G
field, two resonances have been covered and the atoms
have been transferred to the |2, 1〉 state. Thus, depending
on the magnetic field, different final states are reached us-
ing the same microwave field sweep. However, Fig. 3 makes
it clear that the dispersive probing signal might provide
a route to reliably and deterministically prepare states
using ARP by providing information about the quantum
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state population in real-time. It should be noted that as
the state population progresses through the Zeeman lev-
els the contrast in the dispersive signal decreases. This
is likely due to a combination of atoms leaking into the
horizontal dipole trap beam as they escape the finite z-
confinement of the vertical beam (causing an offset in the
signal [27]) and incomplete population transfer via ARP at
some stages. The adiabaticity condition for ARP is given
by Ω20  d/dt(∆ω(t)) [5], where Ω0 is the Rabi frequency
of the transition and d/dt(∆ω(t)) is the ARP sweep rate.
The Rabi frequencies of the transitions were not directly
measured, so imperfect transfer may be a result of non-
adiabaticity. However, the lack of contrast in the disper-
sive signal was not a limiting factor for the work presented
in this paper, and in fact highlights the robustness of our
feedback algorithm in the presence of noisy input signal.
We note that higher-quality data can be acquired with
this system [29].
To follow the dispersive probing signal in real-time we
use an analog-to-digital converter (ADC; Texas Instru-
ments ADS62P49) on board a field-programmable gate-
array (FPGA; Xilinx ‘Virtex 6’) to read-in the I and
Q output signals from our mixer. The FPGA adds the
two signals in quadrature to give the dispersive signal,
A =
√
I2 +Q2 and tracks the minimum and maximum
values of A between transitions (initially taking the first
measurement and zero to be the maximum and minimum).
The algorithm then detects ≥ 50% variations in the real-
time signal, which indicate the falling and rising edges
in A that result from transitions between the F = 1 and
F = 2 levels. The FPGA program counts these edges, each
of which corresponds to a specific transition, and we can
produce a particular quantum state by setting the FPGA
stop condition to be the number of transitions required
to reach that state. When the stop condition is met the
FPGA board sends a trigger to the rf switch, terminat-
ing the state transfer sequence. A feedback signal is also
sent to the switch controlling the AOM that produces the
dispersive probing pulse train, such that the probe light
is switched off and does not interact any further with the
atomic sample.
3 Results
As a proof-of-concept demonstration, we use our setup to
reliably prepare atoms of a particular quantum state in
the presence of a randomised magnetic field. We choose
|2, 1〉 as our target state here, though we have tested the
system with other target states. We randomly select a
bias magnetic field magnitude in the range ±(4.5–14.5) G
and apply it to our sample in order to cause a Zeeman
shift of unknown magnitude. We then apply microwave
frequency radiation and sweep the frequency at a rate
of −0.3 MHz/ms across a 75 MHz range centred on f0
while dispersively monitoring the population in the F = 2
quantum state. Figure 4a and 4b show the dispersive prob-
ing signals acquired during six realisations of this routine,
without the FPGA feedback system engaged and with the
FPGA system engaged, respectively. The external mag-
netic field applied in each case is listed to the right of the
corresponding data set. In Fig. 4a it is evident that the
frequency sweep required to reach the |2, 1〉 state – indi-
cated by the dotted lines on each plot – varies significantly
depending on the external magnetic field.
When the feedback loop is engaged, the FPGA pro-
gram consistently detects when exactly two transitions
have occurred (based on changes in dispersive signal, as
discussed in the previous section) and switches off the
driving field, leaving our atomic sample prepared in the
target state, |2, 1〉. The dotted red lines on the plots of
Fig. 4b indicate the maximum and minimum reference
signal levels inferred and used by the FPGA program to
determine when the second transition has occurred, and
the red circles show the data points that signal each of
the first and second transitions to the FPGA. There is no
dispersive data available after the target state has been
reached, but the lighter coloured shaded boxes indicate
that the sample remains prepared in the |2, 1〉 state.
The dispersive probe is sensitive to all states in the
F = 2 level, so we need to verify that the |2, 1〉 Zee-
man sub-state has indeed been prepared. To quantify the
state distribution of the atomic ensemble, we release it
into time-of-flight free-fall for 20 ms and make use of the
standard Stern-Gerlach separation technique to spatially
separate Zeeman sub-levels based on their mF value be-
fore acquiring an absorption image (see App. A for de-
tails). Figure. 4c shows absorption images corresponding
to each of the data sets of Fig. 4b, alongside a bar graph
of the relative populations in each of the five possible y-
positions. This data shows both the F = 1 and F = 2
states imaged together, so there is some potential ambi-
guity in the state composition of the central three bins
(the expected y-positions of the three F = 1 sub-states
are shown in Fig. 5b, and compared to a typical absorp-
tion image, Fig. 5c). To check this, we also imaged the two
separately to verify that the ensemble with the greatest
optical depth consists of only |2, 1〉. The clouds of impu-
rities consist of small amounts of both |1, 1〉 and |2,−1〉
(top position in Fig. 5b), |2, 0〉 (second-from-top position
in Fig. 5b), and |2, 2〉 (lower position in Fig. 5b).
By analysing the absorption data of Fig. 4c, we find
that ∼ 83% of the initial |2, 2〉 state population is prepared
in the |2, 1〉 state when the feedback system is employed.
4 Discussion
In the above we have provided a rudimentary experimen-
tal realization of our proposal to efficiently transfer atoms
to a target quantum state in the presence of an unknown
external magnetic field, using a feedback mechanism. Ar-
guably, the field variations that we mitigate in our demon-
stration are beyond what is typically encountered in a
controlled laboratory environment. Hence, relevant appli-
cations of the proposed tool are perhaps more likely to
be found in a different setting such as field portable de-
vices, on-board experiments, or in a space bourne appa-
ratus harnessing cold atoms [30,31]. Here, a limited time
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Fig. 4. a) Dispersive signal acquired during six separate realisations of a 75 MHz wide driving field sweep centred on f0, applied
to an atomic sample in the presence of six different external magnetic fields. b) Data acquired under the same conditions, but
with the FPGA feedback loop engaged and set to terminate the drive field after two transitions. The dashed red lines indicate
the initial dispersive probing signal magnitude, while the dotted red lines indicate 50% of this value. c) Left: Absorption images
corresponding to the six data sets in b, showing the final Zeeman state distributions. Note that the direction of acceleration due
to gravity is to the right in the figure. Right: The relative number of atoms in each of the possible Zeeman sub-states, extracted
from absorption data.
window for conducting experiments, violent and uncon-
trollable environmental conditions, and the requirements
of small form factors could motivate the inclusion of a dis-
persive optical probe as a diagnostic system. In particular,
the information stream generated by the the dispersive
probe would be highly attractive in the optimization of
such experiments subsequent to deployment via machine
learning approaches [32].
Our dispersive probing scheme has a small, but ob-
servable, effect on the population dynamics of the atomic
system. In [13] we discuss the effect of photo-spontaneous
scattering out of the probe mode and differential light shift
from a similar dispersive probing scheme, while other ef-
fects include heating, leading to atoms leaking out into
the horizontal waveguide trapping beam (the recoil en-
ergy of a 87Rb atom scattering a photon in the D2 line
is 181 nK × kB), and decoherence, where some atoms
return to the ground state. To quantitatively estimate
the effect of optical pumping from the dispersive probe
triplet we solved the optical Bloch equations for the multi-
level system of Fig. 1b, where two sets of dispersive probe
pulses were applied to a sample of atoms initially pre-
pared in |2, 2〉1. At the end of each set of pulses, an ARP
state transfer was used to swap the populations of atoms
|2, 2〉 ↔ |1, 1〉 (following pulse set one) and |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉
(following pulse set two). The maximum number of probe
pulses applied before the first microwave transition was 20
in the experiments presented here, so we used 20 pulses
in each set to account for the ‘worst case’ scenario. The
estimated final population distribution was 89% in |2, 1〉,
1 We made use of the open-source ‘AtomicDensityMatrix’
package for Mathematica: see rochesterscientific.com/ADM.
5.5% in |1, 1〉, 4.5% in |2, 2〉, 0.5% in |2, 0〉, and 0.5% in
|1, 0〉. This compares favourably with the 83% transfer to
|2, 1〉 that we observe in the data of Fig. 4c.
To obtain purer end-states, resonant light pulses could
be incorporated into the sequence to remove any atoms
left behind in F = 2 each time the sample is transferred
to the F = 1 level, and vice-versa, and the ARP sweep
rate could be further optimised. Additionally, dispersively
probing with higher resolution would allow us to more
precisely detect the transition points, which would lead to
the method being viable when the external magnetic field
is smaller than ±4.5 G. However, increasing the dispersive
probe pulse frequency (or power) results in more interac-
tion with the atomic sample, which may cause transfer to
unwanted impurity states and atom loss. The effect of the
dispersive probe field could be completely eliminated by
augmenting the scheme with additional ensembles [33]. In
this way information can be gathered by probing small
auxiliary clouds without affecting the main cloud at all.
It should be noted that in the presence of a temporally
constant background magnetic field, as has been used to
demonstrate the method in this paper, we only, at least in
principle, have to probe and detect the first transition to
determine the Zeeman splitting, and thus where to termi-
nate the sweep for any of the following states on the lad-
der. If the magnetic field were time-dependent, however,
we would need to continue to probe the state population
throughout the entire sweep as we have done here.
In the future, we plan to utilise the feedback system
to prepare specific superposition states through adaptive
measurement, where dispersive probing during an ARP
sweep is used to first learn the resonant frequency, then
resonant pulses used to prepare the target state.
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5 Conclusion
We have built a field-programmable gate-array (FPGA)
based feedback loop that samples and analyses an off-
resonant optical probe signal and sends an output sig-
nal that terminates the sweeping microwave radiation field
when the target |F,mF 〉 state has been achieved. The sys-
tem has been applied to reliably transfer atoms to a spe-
cific quantum state (|2, 1〉) in the presence of a random
magnetic field in the range ±(4.5− 14.5) G.
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A Stern-Gerlach separation technique
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Fig. 5. a) Schematic of the atomic sample trapped in the cross-
beam dipole trap. b) Atomic sample distribution at the end of
a 20 ms time-of-flight showing all possible states, where states
have been separated out based on their mF number in the
presence of a magnetic field gradient along y. c) The third panel
of Fig. 4c, showing an absorption image of the final Zeeman
state distribution following ARP and dispersive probing. The
panel is rotated relative to Fig. 4c so the orientation matches
that of Fig. 5b.
We release the atomic ensemble from the dipole trap
(see Fig. 5a) into time-of-flight free-fall for 20 ms. An in-
homogeneous magnetic field is applied to the mixed-state
ensemble during free-fall for the first 10 ms. Each atom is
accelerated by an additional magnetic force
Fy = −gfmFµB ∂By
∂y
, (1)
where µB is the Bohr magneton and gF is the Lande´ g-
factor (with gF ' 1/2 for F = 2, and gF ' −1/2 for
F = 1). This results in separate atomic clouds at five dif-
ferent possible positions along the y-axis, depending on
the hyperfine state distribution, as illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 5b. Note that because gf has the same mag-
nitude for both hyperfine levels, there are three instances
where both an F = 1 and F = 2 population are displaced
to the same position. In order to maintain a high signal-
to-noise ratio we leave the vertical dipole trapping beam
on while the states are separating out, so we do not get
too much spreading in the z-direction.
At the end of the 20 ms time-of-flight we switch off
the vertical trapping beam and use light resonant with the
F = 2→ F ′ = 3 transition to acquire an absorption image
of the sample. If we want to observe atoms in F = 1 states
visible also, we first transfer them to the F = 2 level using
a pulse of repump light, resonant with the F = 1→ F ′ =
1− 2 cross-over resonance, before we take the absorption
image.
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